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In the present paper we provide a semiexplicit valuation formula for Geometric Asian
options, with fixed and floating strike under continuous monitoring, when the underlying
stock price process exhibits both stochastic volatility and jumps. More precisely, we shall
work in the Barndorff-Nielsen and Shephard (BNS) model framework. We shall provide
some numerical illustrations of the results obtained.
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1. Introduction
The exact analytical evaluation of the continuously monitored Asian options is a relevant task both from amathematical
and from a financial perspective: Asian options are quite common derivatives often combined with other financial claims
in order to construct structured products [1]; they can in fact provide protection against strong price fluctuations in volatile
markets and reduce the possibilities of market manipulations near expiry; moreover, since Asian options are roughly
speaking options on the average value assumed by the underlying during the option’s life, they require some mathematical
effort in order to describe the dynamics of the average under consideration.
Asian options are usually grouped into two main classes according to their payoff: the so-called ‘‘Average Strike’’
(sometimes called ‘‘Floating Strike’’) Asian Calls have the payoff given by the following expression: (ST − AT )+, while the
payoff of the ‘‘Average Price’’ (sometimes called ‘‘Fixed Strike’’ or ‘‘Average Rate’’) Asian Calls is given by: (AT − K)+, where
AT is a suitably defined average of the values assumed by the stock during the period under consideration, ST the value of the
underlying at maturity T , and K the strike price. The average can be a Geometric or Arithmetic one and it can be calculated
on a continuous or discrete monitoring basis. All these details are specified by the contracts stipulated by two counterparts,
as Asian options are mainly OTC traded financial derivatives.
Several results are available on Arithmetic Asian options. In the classical Black–Scholes framework papers [2] and [3]
present an evaluation approach based on functionals of Brownian motion properties, while in another paper [4], some
explicit valuation formulas related to the Bessel process are given.More recently in paper [5] a comprehensive analysis of the
Arithmetic Asian options is provided, emphasizing the role played by complex analysis and special functions in solving the
main valuation problems. In a more general exponential Lévy setting some results on Arithmetic Asian options are included
in papers [6], where the Lévy process describing the underlying evolution is assumed to be of NIG type, and [7].When explicit
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formulas do not exist some accurate analytic approximations have been proposed, as in [8]. Paper [9] is the only one, to our
knowledge, dealing with the valuation problem of Arithmetic Asian options in a general semimartingale setting, where a
Partial Integro-Differential Equation is provided solving the problem in the special case of an underlying described by a
process with independent increments. As far as lower and upper bounds on prices are concerned some results are available
for Arithmetic Asian options both in the continuous [10] and the discrete monitoring case [11], where a convenient use
of the comonotonicity property is exploited in order to provide such bounds. The Hedging issue of Asian options has been
considered in [12], where a static strategy is examined.
In contrast to that, the evaluation of the Geometric Asian option is not more difficult than the plain Vanilla call for
geometric Brownian motion, and fairly straightforward for exponential Lévy models. While a direct argument can provide
an explicit solution for Geometric Average Rate Calls (under continuous monitoring), a slightly more involved calculation
can provide at least an accurate numerical approximation for the Average Strike Call with Arithmetic average (still under
continuous monitoring) in the same framework [13]. For the discrete monitoring case some definite results for Lévy models
are illustrated in [14].
As far as stochastic volatility models are concerned, paper [15] deals with the evaluation problem for Arithmetic Asian
options by extending the reduction technique introduced in [9], while Cheung and Wong [16] obtain via a perturbation
method some semi-analytical formulas for Geometric Asian options in stochastic volatility models exhibiting a mean-
reverting behavior.
The intrinsic limitations of the Black–Scholes model are well known since a long time. In particular, the fat tails, the
volatility clustering, the aggregational Gaussianity features exhibited by stock prices distributions, andmoreover the volatil-
ity smiles and the leverage effect empirically observed cannot be explained by this model. While Lévy-based and stochastic
volatilitymodels can explain some of these phenomena separately, themodels including both features, i.e. stochastic volatil-
ity and jumps, can provide a much more realistic description of stock prices’ behavior. The price to pay for this substantial
improvement in modeling is a bigger difficulty in performing calculations for evaluating derivatives.
The contribution of the present paper is a semiexplicit valuation formula for Geometric Asian options, for fixed and
floating strike options under continuous monitoring, when the underlying stock price process exhibits both stochastic
volatility and jumps. More precisely, we shall work with the Barndorff-Nielsen and Shephard model class, from now on
abbreviated as BNS.
It has been pointed out [17] that the geometric average option pricing is extremely useful also for the arithmetic average
option valuation via Monte Carlo methods with control variates.
In the next section we shall resume the model’s features and introduce the relevant notations used throughout the
paper, while in Section 3 we will obtain the explicit expression of the joint cumulant function for the processes describing
the logreturns and their average, respectively. In Section 4 we shall obtain the semi-analytical valuation formula for the
Geometric Average Price Call for the BNS model standing on our previous result, while in Section 5 we shall provide an
analogous formula for the Average Rate Call by using a suitable change of the numeraire technique. In Section 6 we will
illustrate our results for some relevant parametric choice. The conditions ensuring the existence of the cumulants involved
in our calculations has been postponed to the Appendix in order to make the presentation more fluent. In Section 7 we shall
outline some conclusions and possible future perspectives for the present work.
2. The Barndorff-Nielsen and Shephard (BNS) Model
The Barndorff-Nielsen and Shephard (BNS) model, or rather model class, was introduced in [18]; see also [19]. It is also
described in the books [20,21]. We are interested in this model in particular for the following reasons:
1. The model combines stochastic volatility and jumps.
2. Volatility and jumps are nontrivially intertwined, not independent.
3. Still, themodel is a very tractable affinemodel (in the sense of [22], see also [23]),which allowsmany explicit calculations.
Moreover the model attracted interest and stimulated research in finance, mathematical finance, and financial economet-
rics: equivalentmartingalemeasures and the pricing of (Vanilla) options is the topic of [24]. Theminimal entropymartingale
measure for BNSmodels without andwith leverage are studied in [25–28], Esscher transforms and other equivalent martin-
gale measures are studied in [29]. Portfolio optimization has been studied in [30–32]. Paper [33] considers Variance Swaps.
Multivariate extensions and the related option pricing results are presented in [34].
Estimation, mostly using computer intensive, Bayesian, MCMC methods, is already investigated in [31], then in [32];
see [35] for a different approach.
Our main goal in the present note is to extend this list of results, and to demonstrate that pricing of Geometric Asian
options is another problem that can be solved rather explicitly and analytically for the BNS model.
2.1. A brief description of the BNS model
Let us provide a presentation of the BNSmodel and introduce our notation and assumptions.We recall that a subordinator
is an increasing Lévy process.
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The starting point is a probability space (Ω,F , P) equipped with a filtration (F (t), t ≥ 0) satisfying the usual
assumptions, and carrying a subordinator (Z(t), t ≥ 0) and an independent standard Brownian motion (W (t), t ≥ 0).
The subordinator is called background driving Lévy process (BDLP), and we assume that it admits a cumulant generating
function
k(θ) = log E[eθZ(1)], (1)
which exists forℜ(θ) < ℓwith some real number ℓ > 0. Concrete specifications for Z are given in Section 6.
The instantaneous variance process (V (t), t ≥ 0) is an Ornstein–Uhlenbeck type process, that satisfies the Langevin
equation
dV (t) = −λV (t−)dt + dZλ(t), V (0) = V0, (2)
with V0 > 0 and λ > 0 given real numbers, and Zλ is defined by Zλ(t) = Z(λt) for all t ≥ 0.
The logarithmic return process (X(t), t ≥ 0) is given by:
dX(t) = (µ+ βV (t−))dt +V (t−)dW (t)+ ρdZλ(t), X(0) = 0, (3)
with parametersµ ∈ R, β ∈ R, ρ ≤ 0.When ρ < 0we have correlation between jumps in the volatility and in the returns:
this can in fact produce the empirically observed leverage effect.
We shall assume a market model in which the only traded assets are a stock (S(t), t ≥ 0) and a bond (B(t), t ≥ 0),
described, respectively, by:
B(t) = ert , S(t) = S0 exp(X(t)), (4)
where r ≥ 0 and S0 > 0.
The (continuously monitored) geometric average for the stock process, respectively, the arithmetic average of logreturns
are given by the expressions
Sˆ(t) = exp

1
t
∫ t
0
log(S(u))du

X¯(t) = 1
t
∫ t
0
X(s)ds. (5)
We note, that Sˆ(t) = S0eX¯(t).
2.2. Some useful properties of the model
There is a one-to-one correspondence between the law of the BDLP Z and the stationary law of the Ornstein–Uhlenbeck
type process V . This relation is convenient for modeling and for describing particular BNS models; see [18, Sec. 2.1] and the
references therein for the technical details and a comprehensive description of this property. Consequently parameters for
estimation and calibration areµ, β, ρ and λ plus the parameters characterizing the invariant distribution of V , and thus the
BDLP Z .
Let us discuss now some aspects of the BNS model, that explain its analytical tractability, and that will be exploited in
the proofs of Theorem 1.
Firstly, returns are conditionally Gaussian. Given the information of the jump process, Z = σ(Z(t), t ≥ 0), it follows
from (3) that X(t) is Gaussian with
E[X(t)|Z] =
∫ t
0
(µ+ βV (s−))ds+ ρZλ(t) (6)
and
Var[X(t)|Z] =
∫ t
0
V (s−)ds. (7)
Secondly, Eq. (2) is an extremely simple linear equation. This implies that we can express the variance and the integrated
variance process essentially in terms of Wiener type integrals with respect to the background driving Lévy process, i.e., as
integrals with deterministic integrands,
V (t) = e−λtV0 +
∫ t
0
e−λ(t−s)dZλ(s),
∫ t
0
V (s−)ds = λ−1(1− e−λt)V0 +
∫ t
0
λ−1(1− e−λ(t−s))dZλ(s); (8)
see [24, Equations (2.4–5)]. Themoment generating function for such integrals can be computed by the so-called key formula,
which we take (slightly adapted) from [24, Lemma 2.1, p. 449].
Lemma 1 (Key Formula). Let Z be a subordinator with cumulant transform k, which exists for ℜ(θ) < ℓ for some real number
ℓ, and let f : R+ → C be a complex-valued, left continuous function such that ℜ(f ) < ℓ. Then
E
[
exp
∫ t
0
f (s)dZλ(s)
]
= exp

λ
∫ t
0
k(f (s))ds

. (9)
For a proof see [36, Lemma 3.1, p. 34].
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3. Explicit calculation of the joint cumulant
The transform-based option pricing formula for both, the fixed and floating strike Asian option, can be obtained from the
joint cumulant generating function of X¯(t) and X(t), i.e.,
κ(t, θ, η) = log E

eθ X¯(t)+ηX(t)

. (10)
This function is provided in the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Suppose t > 0, θ ∈ C, η ∈ C satisfy
max
0≤s≤t
ℜ
[
f (s, t, θ, η)+ ρ

θ
t
s+ η
]
< ℓ, (11)
where
f (s, t, θ, η) = θ
2
2t2
φ2(s)+ θt (β + η)φ1(s)+

η2
2
+ βη

φ0(s), (12)
with
φ0(t) = 1− e
−λt
λ
, φ1(t) = t
λ
− 1− e
−λt
λ2
, φ2(t) = t
2
λ
− 2t
λ2
+ 2(1− e
−λt)
λ3
. (13)
Then we have
κ(t, θ, η) = µt

θ
2
+ η

+ f (t, t, θ, η)V0 + λ
∫ t
0
k
[
f (s, t, θ, η)+ ρ

θ
t
s+ η
]
ds. (14)
Proof. By partial integration we get∫ t
0
X(s)ds = tX(t)−
∫ t
0
sdX(s) =
∫ t
0
(t − s)dX(s). (15)
Inserting the dynamics (3) and dividing by t yields
X¯(t) = µ
∫ t
0

1− s
t

ds+ β
∫ t
0

1− s
t

V (s−)ds+
∫ t
0

1− s
t

V (s−)dW (s)+ ρ
∫ t
0

1− s
t

dZλ(s). (16)
The random variable θ X¯(t)+ ηX(t) is conditionally on Z = σ(Z(t), t ≥ 0) Gaussian with
E

θ X¯(t)+ ηX(t)|Z = µt θ
2
+ η

+ β
∫ t
0

θ

1− s
t

+ η

V (s−)ds+ ρ
∫ t
0

θ

1− s
t

+ η

dZλ(s) (17)
and
Var

θ X¯(t)+ ηX(t)|Z = ∫ t
0

θ

1− s
t

+ η
2
V (s−)ds (18)
and the conditional cumulant κ∗(t, θ, η|Z) = log E[eθ X¯(t)+ηX(t)|Z] is
κ∗(t, θ, η|Z) = µt

θ
2
+ η

+
∫ t
0

θ

1− s
t

+ η

ρdZλ(s) (19)
+
∫ t
0
[
θ2
2

1− s
t
2 + θ(β + η) 1− s
t

+ η
2
2
+ βη
]
V (s−)ds. (20)
Inserting the variance dynamics (2) we obtain
κ∗(t, θ, η|Z) = µt

θ
2
+ η

+
∫ t
0

θ

1− s
t

+ η

ρdZλ(s) (21)
+
∫ t
0
[
θ2
2

1− s
t
2 + θ(β + η) 1− s
t

+ η
2
2
+ βη
]
V (0)e−λsds (22)
+
∫ t
0
∫ s−
0
[
θ2
2

1− s
t
2 + θ(β + η) 1− s
t

+ η
2
2
+ βη
]
e−λ(s−u)dZλ(u)ds. (23)
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We can evaluate by an elementary calculation∫ t
0
(t − s)ke−λsds = φk(t) (24)
and by a stochastic Fubini–Tonelli theorem for interchanging the integration order∫ t
0
(t − s)k
∫ s
0
e−λ(s−u)dZλ(u)ds =
∫ t
0
φk(t − s)dZλ(s) (25)
for k = 0, 1, 2. Using those expressions (21) can be rewritten as
κ∗(t, θ, η|Z) = µt

θ
2
+ η

+
[
θ2
2t2
φ2(t)+ θt (β + η)φ1(t)+

η2
2
+ βη

φ0(t)
]
V (0) (26)
+
∫ t
0
[
θ2
2t2
φ2(t − s)+ θt (β + η)φ1(t − s)+

η2
2
+ βη

φ0(t − s)+ ρ

θ

1− s
t

+ η
]
dZλ(s). (27)
In the integral in the last line, the integrand is a deterministic function and the integrator is the Lévy process Zλ. Assumption
(11) allows the application of the key formula, as stated in Lemma 1 and we obtain the result. 
Remark 1. We shall not aim to provide a more explicit (and cumbersome) description of the domain in (11), as this is not
required for the applications below. The domain is certainly non-empty, as it contains, for given t > 0 all θ and η with
sufficiently small real part.
4. Average price call option
For option pricing we employ a structure preserving martingale measure. This means, we choose an equivalent martingale
measure, such that the model structure remains unchanged, only model parameters change. See [24,29] for a characteriza-
tion in the context of BNS models.
Proposition 1. Under the hypothesis on the market made before, i.e., assuming the dynamics of the variance, the logreturn, the
bond and the stock are described by (2)–(4), there exists an equivalent martingale measure Q 0 for S with respect to the numeraire
B, such that the dynamics of the logreturns satisfy
dX(t) =

r − λk(ρ)− 1
2
V (t−)

dt +V (t−)dW 0(t)+ ρdZλ(t), X(0) = 0, (28)
where W 0 is a standard Brownian motion and Z is a subordinator independent of W 0 with cumulant function k with respect
to Q 0.
Proof. The proof can be provided by appealing to the Girsanov Theorem for semimartingales, and the details can be found
in [29, Sec. 5.2, p. 2148] and in [24, Sec. 3, p. 453]. 
By using the result just proved in the section before, now we can deal with the average price option valuation. We start
with the following lemma:
Lemma 2. Suppose we are given real numbers S0 > 0, K > 0, and c > 1. Then we have for all x ∈ R the formula
(S0ex − K)+ = 12π i
∫ c+i∞
c−i∞

S0
K
θ K
θ(θ − 1)e
θxdθ. (29)
Proof. This is the Bromwich inversion integral for the bilateral Laplace transform of the function H(x) = (S0ex − K)+. A
detailed justification goes as follows: Let
h(θ) =
∫ +∞
−∞
H(x)e−θxdx, (30)
i.e., h is the bilateral Laplace transform of H . The integral is absolutely convergent (exists as a proper Lebesgue integral) for
θ = c and thus forℜ(θ) = c . An elementary integration yields forℜ(θ) ≥ c the explicit result
h(θ) =

S0
K
θ K
θ(θ − 1) . (31)
The functionH is obviously of bounded variation in any neighborhood of arbitrary x ∈ R. According to the complex inversion
theorem for Laplace transforms, see, for example, [37, Satz II.4.4.1, p. 210], it follows, that
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H(x+)+ H(x−)
2
= V.P. 1
2π i
∫ c+i∞
c−i∞
h(θ)eθxdθ, (32)
with ‘V.P.’ denoting (a priori) a principal value integral. We observe, that the integrand in (32) isO((1+y2)−1) for θ = c+ iy
and y →±∞. Consequently the integral exists as a proper Lebesgue integral. Moreover, H is continuous and thus we have
established
H(x) = 1
2π i
∫ c+i∞
c−i∞
h(θ)eθxdθ. (33)
The value of this integral does not depend on c , as long as c > 1. 
Remark 2. The integral representation (29) is not new. It appears in [38] in the context of variance-optimal hedging.
The close relation of this formula and various variants of transform-based option pricing formulas from the literature
becomes more apparent, when one avoids bilateral Laplace transform and complex contour integrals and considers the
Fourier inversion theorem for the function G(x) = e−cx(S0ex − K)+; cf. [20, Sec. 11.1.3] and the references there. We prefer
the more concise notation using Laplace inversion.
We now state the main result for the average price call option.
Theorem 2. Let
f (s, t, θ) = θ
2
2t2
φ2(s)− θ2t φ1(s) (34)
then there exists a > 0 such that
max
0≤s≤t
f (s, t, a) < ℓ (35)
and we have
E[(SˆT − K)+] = 12π i
∫ a+i∞
a−i∞

S0
K
θ K
θ(θ − 1)e
κ(T ,θ)dθ. (36)
Here κ denotes the cumulant function of X¯ under Q 0, κ(t, θ) = log E0[eθ X¯(t)]. It is given by
κ(t, θ) = µt
2
θ + f (t, t, θ)V0 + λ
∫ t
0
k
[
f (s, t, θ)+ ρ θ
t
s
]
ds. (37)
Proof. We can use the expression from Theorem 1with η → 0. Replacing x by X¯T in (29) and taking expectations we obtain
E[e−rT (S0eX¯T − K)+] = E

e−rT
2π i
∫ c+i∞
c−i∞

S0
K
θ K
θ(θ − 1)e
θ X¯T dθ

. (38)
Interchanging expectation and the complex integration by the Fubini–Tonelli Theorem we obtain
E[(S0eX¯T − K)+] = 12π i
∫ c+i∞
c−i∞

S0
K
θ K
θ(θ − 1)E

eθ X¯T

dθ.  (39)
In Appendix A, Proposition 2, we provide concrete, sufficient conditions for the existence of the cumulant function κ(t, θ)
that allow concrete choices of the constant a in (36).
5. Average strike call
To calculate the price of the average strike option we apply the change of numeraire technique and take the stock as a
new numeraire.
From now on we denote the martingale measures with the bond resp. stock as a numeraire by Q 0 resp. Q 1, and expec-
tations E0 resp. E1. Thus we have the likelihood ratio
dQ 1
dQ 0
= B(0)
B(T )
S(T )
S(0)
(40)
on FT .
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Let us start with the following
Lemma 3. The dynamics of X under the new measure Q 1 is given by
dX(t) =

r − λk(ρ)+ 1
2
V (t−)

dt +V (t−)dW 1(t)+ ρdZλ(t), (41)
where W 1 is a Brownian motion, and Z is an independent Lévy process with cumulant function
k1(θ) = k0(θ + ρ)− k0(ρ). (42)
Proof. The density process is eMt with Mt = Xt − rt and we know from [29, p. 2142] that eMt = E(M˜)t , where M˜ is the
exponential transform ofM; see also [39]. We recall that
M˜t =
∫ t
0

Vs−dW 0s +
∫ t
0
∫
(eρx − 1)(µ− ν0)(dx, ds) (43)
whereW 0 is a Brownian motion and ν0 is the jump characteristic of X under Q 0. Furthermore we know from [29, p. 2146],
see also [24], that consequently the change of measure is described by the Girsanov parameters
ψt =

Vt−, Y (t, x) = eρx.  (44)
Consequently
E0[e−rT (ST − SˆT )+] = S0E0

B0
BT
ST
S0

1− SˆT
ST

+

= S0E1

1− SˆT
ST

+

. (45)
Obviously we have
St
S0
= eXt , Sˆt
St
= eX¯t−Xt . (46)
Now we can state the main result concerning average strike call options.
Theorem 3. Let
f¯ (s, t, θ) = θ
2
2t2
φ2(s)+ θt

1
2
− θ

φ1(s)+ θ
2
2
φ0(s), (47)
then there exists b < 0 such that
max
0≤s≤t
f¯ (s, t, b)+ ρ

θ
t
s− θ

< ℓ (48)
and we have
E0[e−rT (ST − SˆT )+] = S02π i
∫ b+i∞
b−i∞
1
θ(θ − 1)e
κ¯(T ,θ)dθ (49)
with b < 0. Here κ¯ denotes the cumulant function of X¯(t)− X(t) under Q 1, κ¯(t, θ) = log E1[eθ(X¯(t)−X(t))]. It is given by
κ¯(t, θ) = −µt
2
θ + f¯ (t, t, θ)V (0)+ λ
∫ t
0
k1
[
f¯ (s, t, θ)+ ρ

θ
t
s− θ
]
ds (50)
where
k1(θ) = k0(θ + ρ)− k0(ρ). (51)
Proof. We can use the expression from Theorem 1 with η → −θ, β → 1/2, and k → k1. 
In Appendix A, Proposition 3, we provide concrete, sufficient conditions for the existence of the cumulant function κ¯(t, θ)
that allow concrete choices of the constant b in (49).
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Table 1
Gamma-OU Asian option prices.
T1 = 5 T2 = 30 T3 = 90 T4 = 180 T5 = 360
K1 = 80 20.17 23.1521 27.0447 29.1086 28.6965
K2 = 90 11.7102 17.2454 22.7615 25.8965 26.5971
K3 = 100 5.21951 12.5041 19.1424 23.1093 24.7378
K4 = 110 1.49703 8.83609 16.0953 20.6821 23.0801
K5 = 120 0.235053 6.09392 13.5359 18.5606 21.5935
AS 5.16206 10.9663 15.7561 18.7653 21.1978
Table 2
Gamma-OU European call option prices.
T1 = 5 T2 = 30 T3 = 90 T4 = 180 T5 = 360
K1 = 80 22.8706 34.0256 49.0318 63.0393 80.7408
K2 = 90 15.6424 29.0319 45.4063 60.3635 79.062
K3 = 100 9.86319 24.7234 42.1518 57.9184 77.508
K4 = 110 5.64063 21.0246 39.2188 55.6716 76.0608
K5 = 120 2.87625 17.8613 36.5657 53.5973 74.7065
Table 3
IG-OU Asian option prices.
T1 = 5 T2 = 30 T3 = 90 T4 = 180 T5 = 360
K1 = 80 20.169 23.0448 26.8989 29.0245 28.8132
K2 = 90 11.6988 17.1061 22.5712 25.7597 26.6568
K3 = 100 5.24467 12.3566 18.923 22.9317 24.7493
K4 = 110 1.58273 8.6999 15.8598 20.4735 23.0509
K5 = 120 0.282442 5.98099 13.2946 18.3294 21.5298
AS 5.10578 11.1045 16.4038 20.059 23.501
6. Numerical illustrations for some relevant models
We are now going to illustrate the previous results for two relevant parametric specifications of the BNS model, namely
the Gamma-OU and the IG-OU model. We take parameters obtained from calibration of European option prices in [24] in
order to operate in a realistic framework. A direct comparison with other results is not possible since to our knowledge
no pricing results in a BNS setting have been proposed. We just complement the results obtained in [24] by adding the
Geometric Asian options prices in the same environment.
We implemented the integral formulas fromTheorems 2 and 3 verbatim,without truncation,modification or approxima-
tion inMathematica and inMATLAB. Numerical integrationwas performedusing theNIntegrate resp.quadgk commands
in their default version, that is, without specifying any options. Those routines are designed to handle infinite integration
ranges, oscillatory integrands and singularities. They employ automatic adaptive integration.
Tables 1 and 3 for Asian option prices took 6–10 s each on a standard desktop PC to compute, the routines issued no error
messages or warnings, and quadgk reported automatic estimates for the absolute error in the range 10−6–10−9.
It seems that our integrals are sufficiently well behaved to be evaluated by modern automatic adaptive integration
without manual fine-tuning.
This was a pleasant surprise as we have two integrals, the outer integral over an infinite range and oscillatory, the inner
integral nonlinearly nested in the integrand for the outer integration. A second, closer look at the integrands, provides some
indication, why our straightforward, unsophisticated approach to numerical quadrature can work: A rough (asymptotic)
estimate of the cumulant functions reveals that the modulus of the integrand of the outer integral (36) resp. (49) decays at
an exponential rate at infinity. The inner integral (37) resp. (50) is on a compact interval with very smooth integrand.
6.1. Γ − OU(ν, α)
This model is characterized by a stationary Gamma distribution for the variance process and the cumulant of the corre-
sponding BDLP is
k(θ) = νθ
α − θ , ℜθ < α (52)
with ν > 0 and α > 0 two additional parameters.
The parameter values are ρ = −4.4617, λ = 1.6787, α = 116.01, ν = 1.0071, and V0 = 0.0658832.
Table 1 lists the prices for the geometric average price options with maturities T1, . . . , T5 and strikes K1, . . . , K5. The last
line with label ‘AS’ gives the average strike price. In Table 2 we provide the Vanilla European Option prices with the same
maturities and strikes, which are computed as in [24].
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Table 4
IG-OU European call option prices.
T1 = 5 T2 = 30 T3 = 90 T4 = 180 T5 = 360
K1 = 80 22.7477 33.4629 47.6235 60.279 74.9373
K2 = 90 15.5096 28.4668 44.013 57.6367 73.3107
K3 = 100 9.75889 24.1678 40.7772 55.2248 71.806
K4 = 110 5.59835 20.4884 37.8658 53.0112 70.406
K5 = 120 2.89817 17.3521 35.2367 50.9697 69.0967
6.2. IG− OU(δ, γ )
This model is characterized by a stationary Inverse Gaussian distribution for the variance process and the cumulant of
the corresponding BDLP is
k(θ) = δθ
γ 2 − 2θ , ℜ(θ) < γ
2/2 (53)
with δ > 0 and γ > 0 two additional parameters. The parameter values are ρ = −4.7039, λ = 2.4958, γ = 11.98,
δ = 0.0872, and V0 = 0.0642622. Tables 3 and 4 show Asian and Vanilla option prices for the IG model, the layout is
analogous as in the previous section.
7. Concluding remarks
In this paper we have provided a semiexplicit valuation formula for Geometric Asian options, for both fixed and floating
strike options under continuous monitoring, when the underlying stock price process exhibits both stochastic volatility
and jumps according to the dynamics prescribed by a quite popular model, the BNS model. We focused on showing that
Geometric Asian option pricing in that framework can be done analytically and we provided the required formulas. We
offered moreover some numerical illustrations of these formulas and their performances in some relevant examples where
concrete specifications of the BNSmodelwhere chosen. This establishes themathematical basis for futurework on empirical
performance and calibration and comparison to other stochastic volatility models with jumpswith respect to Asian options,
or to compare to simpler models, but such analyses are definitely beyond our intentions and the scope of the present note.
A further subject of research could be that of providing the formulas for the hedging coefficients, the ‘‘Greeks’’; this can
certainly be done following the approach proposed; a full discussion on the Hedging strategies for Asian options is also
beyond the scope of the present paper.
We remarked in Section 2 that an important property of the BNS model which allows explicit calculations is that it
exhibits an affine structure in the sense defined in [22]. An extension of the results obtained in this paper to other relevant
affine models would be important, and it is actually already the subject of ongoing work.
Appendix. Existence of cumulant generating functions
Proposition 2. The cumulant function κ(t, θ) exists at least for θ− < ℜ(θ) < θ+, where
θ− = (ρ − φ1(t)/2t)−

(ρ − φ1(t)/2t)2 + 2ℓφ2(t)/t2
φ2(t)/2t2
(54)
and
θ+ =

2ℓ
φ2(t)
t. (55)
Proof. We will show that for θ− < a < θ+ condition (35) holds. We note that the functions φi are increasing and
nonnegative. Thus for a ≥ 0 we have for 0 ≤ s ≤ t the estimate.
a2
2t2
φ2(s)− a2t φ1(s)+ ρ
a
t
s ≤ a
2
2t2
φ2(t). (56)
This gives θ+. For a < 0 we obtain for 0 ≤ s ≤ t that
a2
2t2
φ2(s)− a2t φ1(s)+ ρ
a
t
s ≤ a
2
2t2
φ2(t)− a2t φ1(t)+ ρ. (57)
We consider the quadratic equation
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φ2(t)
2t2
a2 +

ρ − φ1(t)
2t

a− ℓ = 0, (58)
and note that it has a positive and a negative solution. The latter is given by θ− and condition (35) is satisfied for θ− < a < 0.
By a standard argument it follows that the cumulant function exists in the complex strip θ− < ℜ(θ) < θ+. 
Proposition 3. The cumulant function κ¯(t, θ) exists at least for θ¯− < ℜ(θ) < θ¯+, where
θ¯− = −1/(2t)−

1/(2t)2 + 2(ℓ− ρ)(φ2(t)/t2 + φ0(t))
φ2(t)/t2 + φ0(t) (59)
and
θ¯+ = ρ − 1/(2t)+

(ρ − 1/(2t))2 + 2(ℓ− ρ)(φ2(t)/t2 + φ0(t))
φ2(t)/t2 + φ0(t) . (60)
Proof. We will show that for θ¯− < b < θ¯+ condition (48) holds. We note that the functions φi are increasing and
nonnegative. Thus for b ≥ 0 we have for 0 ≤ s ≤ t the estimate
b2
2t2
φ2(s)+ bt

1
2
− b

φ1(s)+ b
2
2
φ0(s) ≤ b
2
2

φ2(t)
t2
+ φ0(t)

+ b
2t
− ρb. (61)
The last expression should be less than ℓ− ρ. Considering the quadratic equation
b2
2

φ2(t)
t2
+ φ0(t)

+ b
2t
− ρb− ℓ+ ρ = 0 (62)
we note that it has a positive solution, given by θ¯+, and a negative solution. For 0 ≤ b < inequality (48) holds.
Thus for b ≤ 0 we have for 0 ≤ s ≤ t the estimate
b2
2t2
φ2(s)+ bt

1
2
− b

φ1(s)+ b
2
2
φ0(s) ≤ b
2
2

φ2(t)
t2
+ φ0(t)

− ρb. (63)
A similar reasoning as above leads to a quadratic inequality, and we obtain that for θ¯− < b ≤ 0 inequality (48) holds. By a
standard argument it follows that the cumulant function exists in the complex strip θ¯− < ℜ(θ) < θ¯+. 
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